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In this paper we present, at ﬁrst time in a geophysical journal, parameter sensitivity maps of nonlinear and focussed electrode arrays. We present them as anomalies
due to electric dipoles forming on opposing surfaces of an elementary cube within the
subsurface at three diﬀerent depths, and not only the total eﬀect of the dipole, but
also of its components are shown. Parameter sensitivity maps of non-linear arrays,
compared to those of linear arrays, have in general 1. more equal sensitivity values
in x and y directions, 2. more chances for antisymmetry axes, 3. smoother lateral
distribution of sensitivity values. We recommend a systematic use of parameter sensitivity maps in geoelectric prospecting, both in planning and interpretation of ﬁeld
measurements.
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Introduction
In the ﬁrst part of the paper (Szalai and Szarka 2008) we discussed the development of parameter sensitivity studies and techniques of calculation of parameter
sensitivity maps. Parameter sensitivity maps were presented for 14 linear arrays.
Although some of the results had already been known, this paper, together with
the accompanying one (Szalai and Szarka 2008) is their ﬁrst complete presentation
of parameter sensitivity maps of surface geoelectric arrays. In this second part, parameter sensitivity maps of 7 nonlinear and 3 focussed arrays are discussed. There
are more nonlinear and focussed arrays, but not all of them dispose with parameter
sensitivity maps.
c
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Table I. Electrode co-ordinates of nonlinear and focussed arrays for the computation of parameter
sensitivity maps
Number of Type of Number of
electrodes the array the array
15
16
17
Four
Nonlinear
electrodes arrays

18
19
20
21

Name of
the array
Dipole
equatorial
Dipole axial
null
Dipole
parallel 54◦
Square-α
Square-γ
Schlumberger
null
Three-electrode
null

A

B

M

N

x

y

x

y

x

y

x

y

0

0.05

0

–0.05

1

0.05

1

–0.05

0

0

0.1

0

1

0.05

1

–0.05

0

0

0.2 –0.3
0
0

0.0058 –.0081
0.8
1

–0.3
0

1

0

0.2
0.5

0.3
0.5

0.5 0.125

1.0058 –.0081
0.8
0.5

0.3
–0.5

0.5

–0.125

0

0

1

0

0

0

inf

0

1

0.125

1

–0.125

More than Linear

22

Unipole-α

0

0

1∗

0

0.33

0

0.67

0

four

23

Unipole-β

0

0

0.33∗

0

0.67

0

1

0

0

0.33

0

1

0

electrodes

arrays

24

Unipole-γ

0

0

0.67

∗

∗
Means identical signs (current directions) of the two current electrodes. The numbering expresses a
continuity with linear, non-focussed arrays (Szalai and Szarka 2008)

Parameter sensitivity maps of surface nonlinear and focussed arrays
In Figures 1–10 parameter sensitivity maps of seven nonlinear and three focussed
arrays are shown. The array names and the corresponding electrode co-ordinates
are listed in Table I.
In Fig. 1, the parameter sensitivity maps of the dipole-equatorial array is shown.
Only the total eﬀect was published before (Hursán 1996). We present parameter
sensitivity maps of two further nonlinear dipole-dipole arrays: the dipole axial null
array (in Fig. 2, Szalai et al. 2002), and the 54◦ parallel dipole array (Fig. 3). In Figs
4 and 5 two variants of the square array are shown. In Fig. 6. the Schlumberger
null array (Szalai et al. 2002), in Fig. 7 the three-electrode null array (Szalai et
al. 2002) are shown. In Figs 8–10 three focussed arrays: the unipole-α, -β and -γ
arrays are presented.
Main features of parameter sensitivity maps
In case of nongradient-like nonlinear arrays (Figs 4–5) and two dipole-dipole
nonlinear arrays (Figs 1, 3) the role of y component becomes signiﬁcant. It may
be even more signiﬁcant than the role of x component! In case of linear focussed
arrays (Figs 8–10) the x component remains dominant, but here the role of the z
component will be larger than in other cases.
In most of the maps (in any depth and with any components) there are also
negative zones. The zero isolines, separating the zones of positive and negative
parameter sensitivity values, have characteristic shapes. For example in case of
most of the null arrays (Figs 2, 5, 6, 7, 8) they are linear.
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Fig. 1. Parameter-sensitivity map series of the dipole-equatorial array (No. 15 in Table I), with the
current electrode (stars) and potential electrode (circles) positions. x, y, z components illustrate
the eﬀect of electrical charges accumulated at the corresponding opposite cube faces, while “total”
means their superposed eﬀect. The maps were made at three various depths/characteristic length
values (0.1, 0.2 and 0.3)

The unipole arrays (in Figs 8–10) have one symmetry axis, while the dipole
equatorial (Fig. 1) and the square-α (Fig. 4) arrays have two symmetry axes. The
dipole axial null array (Fig. 2), three three-electrode null (Fig. 7) and the unipole-α
(Fig. 8) arrays have one antisymmetry axis, while the square-γ (Fig. 5) and the
Schlumberger null (Fig. 6) arrays have two antisymmetry axes. They provide ideal
vectorial information about the subsurface. The symmetry properties follow from
the original symmetry properties of the arrays. The antisymmetry axes indicate
that these arrays are unable to detect certain types of subsurface bodies in certain
positions (Szalai et al. 2002).
The lateral distribution of sensitivity values is in general (with exception of
dipole-dipole arrays) smoother than in case of the most linear arrays. This feature
is due to larger lateral interception of the electrodes.
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Fig. 2. Parameter-sensitivity map series of the dipole-axial null array (No. 16 in Table I). Notations
are the same as in Fig. 1

Conclusions
We have presented parameter sensitivity maps of altogether 10 nonlinear and focussed geoelectric arrays. They are also results of simple analytical formula, as the
parameter sensitivity maps of the 14 linear arrays, presented in the ﬁrst part of this
paper (Szalai and Szarka 2008). The parameter sensitivity values (namely their response to an elementary body in x, y, z position) can be now directly intercompared
for 14+10 arrays.
The physical source of anomaly (the electrical charges) at various cube faces
can be separately studied. Separating e.g., the electrodes in y direction, the eﬀect
of y component, while with focussing the eﬀect of the z component become larger.
The ﬁrst case is favourable to get horizontal vectorial information, the second one is
favourable to get vertical information. The antisymmetry features make it possible
to apply the pure anomaly technique (Tarkhov 1957).
A detailed study of parameter sensitivity maps helps in understanding the
physics of the resulting anomalies and basic features of various arrays. At the
same time, we should again underline that it is not necessary that an array having
favourable parameter sensitivity maps over the elementary body, will have equally
favourable properties over a multidimensional structure. In case of any given largesize multidimensional body the parameter sensitivity is worth studying by the response due to small changes in the parameters of the given model, as it is done
Gyulai (1989).
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Fig. 3. Parameter-sensitivity map series of the parallel dipole 54◦ array (No. 17 in Table I).
Notations are the same as in Fig. 1

Fig. 4. Parameter-sensitivity map series of the square-α array (No. 18 in Table I). Notations are
the same as in Fig. 1
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Fig. 5. Parameter-sensitivity map series of the square-γ array (No. 19 in Table I). Notations are
the same as in Fig. 1

Fig. 6. Parameter-sensitivity map series of the Schlumberger null array (No. 20 in Table I).
Notations are the same as in Fig. 1
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Fig. 7. Parameter-sensitivity map series of the three-electrode null array (No. 21 in Table I).
Notations are the same as in Fig. 1

Fig. 8. Parameter-sensitivity map series of the unipole-α array (No. 22 in Table I). Notations are
the same as in Fig. 1
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Fig. 9. Parameter-sensitivity map series of the unipole-β array (No. 23 in Table I). Notations are
the same as in Fig. 1

Fig. 10. Parameter-sensitivity map series of the unipole-γ array (No. 24 in Table I). Notations
are the same as in Fig. 1
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We are convinced, it is possible to bring together closer these two parameter
sensitivity approaches, since our method allows computing not only the response
due to an elementary cube, but also the response due to larger bodies composed of
the basic element. Such a study can be and should be done in the future.
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